AYLSHAM LEARNING FEDERATION
BEHAVIOUR FOR LEARNING POLICY Bure Valley School - Covid-19 Addendum
All other parts of the behaviour policy will remain except the following:
House Points




House points will be awarded practically but not physically in school;
Children will not use the house point counter system as they would do normally
but house points will be recorded in each class digitally;
House point totals will be collated remotely and shared online.

Behaviour Sanctions











School staff are to follow the usual traffic light behaviour system;
In the first instance we ask that staff within the bubble try to remedy poor
behaviour choices/poor behaviours for learning;
Should a child continue to make poor choices they will be given a warning and
moved down to yellow, if despite this adult intervention and support similarly
poor behaviour continues an orange card will be sanctioned and the pupil will
be asked to leave their bubble to discuss their behaviour with a member of SLT.
Staff within the bubble will radio for a member of SLT and an initial discussion will
take place with the child in that bubble’s pod;
If the member of SLT believes that the child would benefit from some time out of
class they will be moved to a safe space within Room 9 or outside of the HoS
office;
A child removed from class will never be put in another bubble for behavioural
reasons;
SLT to try and maintain good social distancing at all times and will disinfect the
spaces occupied by a child from any bubble once the child has returned to
their class;
A child will immediately move to Red and be removed from class if they use the
coronavirus to scare other children i.e. deliberately coughing in someone’s face
and claiming to have the virus;
Parents will be notified in the normal way;
Persistent misuse of the coronavirus as a threat to others may lead to a fixed term
exclusion as would persistent, wilful breaking of school rules and systems around
COVID-19.

Pupils Working from Home





If interacting with peers or staff online, pupils should always be kind and
courteous;
Pupils should remember at all times that staff are not ‘friends’ and so all
communication should be respectful and in keeping with school expectations;
Pupils should never attempt to contact staff via social media or make comments
about staff on social media platforms. Any inappropriate comments to staff
online, via Google Classroom or any other platform will be taken seriously;
Any online bullying towards other pupils or peer-on-peer abuse that is disclosed
to the school during this time will be dealt with thoroughly in line with our
behaviour for learning policy.

Behaviour Data


Staff are not required to collate end of day behaviour data on SIMs.

